
Insurance Board – New product!   
 
The Insurance Board is pleased to announce a new product with you that will enhance our 
current product offering, TULIP! 
 
What is a TULIP? 
TULIP is a Tenants’ and Users’ Liability Insurance Policy, also known as “Events Coverage.” It 
is used by institutions who permit “third parties” to use their facilities for specific events. It 
protects both the “facility user” (e.g., event host or visiting organization) and the institution 
against claims by third parties who may be injured or lose property as a result of participating in 
an event. 
Events may range from very low-risk events such as classroom seminars, receptions, or 
weddings to higher-risk events including festivals and fairs, sports events, or rock concerts. 
Costs for the facility users are based on the risk of the activity, the number of days of the 
activity, the number of participants, and if there are any special requirements, including alcohol 
liability, participant coverage, and so forth. 
 
Our Tenant Users Liability Insurance Protection (TULIP) is insurance uniquely designed to 
provide short term liability insurance coverage for tenants of facilities or venues for events which 
cannot be covered under their current insurance or for which they have no other coverage. By 
purchasing the coverage under a policy written for all tenant users of a specific facility or venue, 
the tenant user not only meets the contractual obligations required by the venue, but obtains 
coverage that is more competitive than purchasing a single special event policy. A simple one 
page questionnaire is all that is needed to apply.  
 

 What’s in it for the church? A layer of protection purchased by the third-party user 
 
Coverage limit information:   (See policy forms for exclusions and limitations that may apply) 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY 

COVERAGE  LIMIT 

Each Occurrence  $1,000,000  

General Aggregate (per event)  $1,000,000  

Products Completed Operations (per event)  $1,000,000  

Personal & Advertising Injury  $1,000,000  

Damage to Premises Rented to You Limit  $300,000  

Legal Liability to Participants (see exclusions)  $1,000,000  

Sexual Abuse Defense Cost Reimbursement  $100,000  

 
RATES:  Rate per Event:  $110. ;    Overnight Events less than 3 days $140. 

Events scheduled for 4‐6 days $210. ;    Events scheduled for 7‐9 days $310. 
 
Please call or email if you would like more information or need an application. 
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